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ALL-THINGS HAIR
Our expertly trained hair team knows all there is to know about hair
and we look forward to welcoming you in. We offer complimentary
consultations for Cuts, Colours and extensions.

CUT & BLOW DRY We cut the classics and all the latest looks.

WOMENS
Wash, Cut & Finish (short) £46
Wash, Cut & Finish (medium) £50
Wash, Cut & Finish (long) £55
Dry/Wet Cut £35

MENS
All over Clipper £18
Clippered sports cut £28
Cut & finish £33

RESTYLE Thinking complete makeover?
Wash Cut & Restyle £57

BLOWDRY
Short £26
Medium/long £31
Long curly blow/or with extensions £35

HAIR-UP From up-do to backcomb to plaits and more! From £40
Curls from £20

HAIR & SCALP TREATMENTS From £12
To nourish, smooth, tame or maintain more!

K18 with homecare mask £35
Restores your hairs strength and elasticity by repairing the keratin chains
damaged in just 4 minutes

OCCASIONS
Bridal and special occasion hair for you and yours. POC

CHILDREN
0-4 years £15
5-15 years dry cut £20
4-10 years wash cut & finish £28
11-15 years wash cut & finish £39
11-15 years wash cut & finish (Long) £45

Add Kids plaits or curls on to their dry cut from £5 or included with a
wash, cut and finish



COLOUR
Think balayage, root smudge, highlight, lowlight, gorgeous grey, pastel and
more! With a wide range of shades and products... low commitment semi-
permanent tone-on-tone colours for shine and depth: long-lasting
permanent colours for softness, radiance and kinder to hair ammonia-free
colours.

Balayage Colour from £95
Full Head Highlights £90
Full head Combi (highlights and root colour) £100
Half Head Highlights £80
Half Head Combi (highlights and root colour) £90
Top Section Highlights £64
Top Section Combi (highlights and root colour) £77
INOA is our ammonia-free Permanent Hair colour,
kind but effective oil based colour
Regrowth colour £48
Full head from £58
Full Head long from £67
Semi-Permanent Colour from £40
Toner from £20-£40
Colour correction POC
Personalise your colour by making it warmer or cooler in tone. Toners can
be used directly after a pre lightening service or as a top up to keep your
colour looking fresh.

SAKS SIGNATURE COLOUR Techniques just for you. POC

GENTS COLOUR
Full head Ammonia-Free Colour from £49
Colour change Corrections to new looks. POC

Olaplex from £27
Strength-booster to add to your colour service to protect
your hair during and after your colour. 

72 Hair £139
Are you wanting frizz-free, smoother locks?
Look no further, our 72 Hair keratin blow dry reduces frizziness and helps
you maintain a salon worthy blow dry yourself at home.

Xtenso
Do you want the ease of permanently straight hair you can just blast off at
home?
Book in for a free consultation about the Xtenso moisture. This is our
chemical straightener that does exactly that. Prices  range  from £300
including a blow dry.

(Consultation is required for this service)

ALL THAT HAIR… HAIR EXTENSIONS
We offer the most popular methods of hair extensions using weft or tapes,
both methods causing minimal damage to your natural hair.

Tape hair extensions application from £50
Weft hair extensions application from £25

A blowdry isn’t included with colour book one for a wow-factor finish. Colour prices vary
depending on type of colour / application technique ask for a price on consutation. Skin
sensitivity test required 48 hours before a colour.



HEAD-TO-TOE BEAUTY MENU
Our expert therapists are here for your wow-factor and well-being
and we love to welcome you in. All the GLAM a girl needs right here.
WAXING Fast and hassle-free for silky-smooth skin.

MALE INTIMATE WAXING 
Waxing available as a full area or a part and is priced on time.

- Full Wax allow 1hr for this service £60
- Part Wax allow 30mins for this service £40

MANIS AND PEDIS
We file, buff, polish and gloss. WOW... happy hands and tootsies!
Complimentary gel removal when booking back your nails with us!
File and Polish £18
File, Gel Polish (Hands or Feet) £29
Spa Manicure £30
Gel Spa Manicure £40
Spa Pedicure £40
Gel Spa Pedicure £48
Spa Manicure & Pedicure duo £65 add gels from £10
Nail Design from £5
B.I.A.B and Gel Polish from £35
Gel Removal from £10 per 15 mins
We offer a free gel removal when Gel was put on by us
and having New Gel polis h applied at the same appoinment of removal

BROWS AND LASHES
Obsessed with arching, curling, lengthening and lifting? So are we!
BROW SHAPE £14
BROW TINT £14
LASH TINT £19
Eyebrow Shape, Tint and Lash Tint offer £40
SAKS EYES/HD Brow £35
Give natural definition and shape to your eyebrows and
visibly darken the appearance of your your lashes.
LASH ENHANCE (LVL) £58
Natural length, volume, lift and mascara-like tint.
BROW LAMINATION £30
Thicker fluffy looking brows are bang on trend at the moment
and are difficult to achieve if the brow hairs point down.
This treatment straightens and lifts the brow hairs to appear fuller.
Brow Lamination and Lash Enhance (LVL) together offer price £70
LASH EXTEND From £55
Individual extensions from au-natural to va-va-voom.
Removal from £10
Infill from £30
Sensitivity test required at least 24 hours before these treatments.
Professional removal of lashes recommended.

Back and Chest from £70
FACIAL WAXING
Lip £10
Chin £10
Eyebrow Shape £13
All 3 £30

Full Leg £34
Half Leg £24
Forearm £20
Underarm £20
Back £40
Chest £40

Underarm £20
Bikini

- Standard £20
- Brazilian/Hollywood £34

Nostrils £9
Ear from £9

HOTWAXING SERVICES - For intimate areas - kinder to the skin
leaving virtually no redness or skin irritation.



BODY
Massages to relax or invigorate... pure bliss guaranteed.

SAKS DELUXE BODY MASSAGE
For muscle pain, stress relief and relaxation.
Deep flowing massage and aromatic oils.
Choose from Elemis, Swedish or bespoke Full Body £55

90 minute Full Body £75
SAKS BACK SPECIFIC MASSAGE
Back, Neck and Shoulder £45

SAKS SCALP MASSAGE
Relax and unwind with our scalp and face massage £39
pinpointing preasure points to ease tension
Can be added to your body or back neck and shoulder

HOT STONES MASSAGE
The most blissful way to soothe body and mind, stress doesn’t stand a
chance against this divine hot stone massage. Your personalised sensorial
journey relies on the therapist’s intuitive touch in harmony with smooth,
heat-releasing stones. Individually shaped, the stones help release tension,
reduce stress, soothe aches and rebalance energy levels; used with
luxurious Aromatic oil that melt into your skin leaving it as soft as silk.

HOT STONES MASSAGE Full Body £70
HOT STONES MASSAGE Back £58

Renew the soul not just the body with our gorgeous skin scrubs and
perfectly bronzer tans

SALT SCRUB
Part body (any part) 30mins £45
Full body 45mins £50

Available in Lime&Ginger or Frangipani
An invigorating salt scrub that cleanse and exfoliates the skin. Encouraging
the regeneration of new skin cells, leaving your skin looking toned and
feeling exceptionally soft.



SKIN
Facials are a great way to not only combat any problematic skin issues but
to also relax.

All our Elemis facials are one hour and are £70. Our therapists can
recommend Elemis homecare to continue your facial routine at home. 

ELEMIS PRO GLOW SMOOTH FACIAL
Tackle fine lines and wrinkles with the clinically proven age-defying benefits
of marine charged Padina Pavonica and Red Coral.

ELEMIS PRO GLOW BRILLIANCE
Energise and detoxify stressed, dull skin with a nutritional superfood boost.

ELEMIS PRO GLOW RESURFACING FACIAL
This highly potent resurfacing treatment targets the sign of aging, dull and
tired uneven skin tone.

ELEMIS PRO GLOW RENEWALL
Super-charged deep cleansing and powerful ultrasonic peel technology
eliminate visible pollutants, dirt and impurities for an immediately clearer,
brighter complexion. Gently resurfacing, helping to reduce visible dryness
and smooth the appearance of fine lines.

BOOSTER FACIAL 30 MINS £35
A skin booster is purely to refresh the face, targets dryness, roughness
and improve skin tone and texture.

CACI NON SURGICAL FACELIFT £55
This treatment uses microcurrent impulses to lift and tone and reduce the
appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. Firms the face and gives the skin a
more youthful, fresh appearance and glow.

Course of 3 £500

MICRONEEDLING & MESOTHERAPY APPROX 75 MINS £125  
The procedure creates micro punctures on the skin for stimulating the
body's natural healing process. Your skin will generate new elastin and
collagen fibers for a tighter, softer, firmer, younger, and healthier looking
facial skin that helps in removing sagging skin and brighten your skin's
appearance minimising open pores, acne scaring and pigmentation. 

Course of 3 £350

MICRONEEDLING, MESOTHERAPY
& RADIO FREQUENCY APPROX 90 MINS £159
Microneedling is popular due to creating smooth, glowing skin without the
pain or downtime of more aggressive procedures. Adding radiofrequency
to this popular treatment enhances its ability to tighten and firm lax skin,
reduce wrinkles as well as improve skin texture.

Course of 3 £449

ELECTROPORATION
(NO NEEDLES MICRONEEDLING) FACIAL  APPROX 60 MINS £75
“No needles microneedling” combines the latest in Radio Frequency skin
lifting/tightening with the transdermal delivery of active substances (needle
free mesotherapy). It's a contour palette for the face! A lifting and
tightening treatment that offers amazing results on fine lines and wrinkles.

Course of 6 £400



ULTIMATE GUIDE TO MENS
GROOMING AT SAKS BOLTON

TANNING
SPRAY TANS
Leaving your skin looking bronzed all year round, lasting 4-7 days with the
correct skin preparation and aftercare. Choose how light or dark you'd
like starting from £25

SUNBED available here at Saks with discounted courses
Ask at Saks reception.

SKIN & BODY PACKAGES
SAKS HEALING TOUCH
The ultimate Saks signature facial and massage, including deep tissue
massage to your liking, tension easing scalp massage and a prescriptive
facial from our knowledgeable therapists.

Please allow 2 hrs for this service £129
SAKS BOOST
Back massage and mini facial for an instant pick-me-up. 1hr £69

SAKS UNWIND
Back Massage and Scalp Massage for a relaxing
treat, also perfect as a gift. 45mins £55

ELEMIS PEACEFUL PREGNANCY EXPERIENCE
AT SAKS BOLTON
Such an amazing time in life and we are here with you. We have some
amazing treatments perfect to help you along in your pregnancy. We offer
a unique pregnancy massage which is profoundly nurturing and tranquil.
Performed on a bed of comfy pillows mothers-to-be are relaxed and
restored to optimum wellness. Suitable at any trimester, relives tension in
the back, shoulders, scalp, hands and feet. Please note lower back and
abdomen/bump can not be massaged in the first trimester
(up to 12 weeks)

*Any medical conditions, issues or complications please seek medical advice
by a medical professional before booking for this treatment.

We have some lovely treatments such as facials, waxing, hands and feet
care to give you a helping hand in making you feel yourself before or after
your little ones arrival. See our main menu and ask your therapist for
more details.

PEDICURE

This is great treatment to get your feet in tip top condition. 
What to expect? We soak your feet in a warm bubbly foot spa and then
remove the hard skin using different tools. We remove the overgrown
cuticles, cut and file your toenails and finish off with a moisturising foot
mask and massage. 

Allow 75mins for this treatment £40
MALE WAXING

FACIAL WAXING
We offer all facial waxing the most popular are eyebrow, ear and nostril.

BODY WAXING
We offer all aspects of body waxing which includes the intimate area.
Using our highly trained therapists and high quality products combined
with specialist techniques to make waxing easier and as pain free as
possible. Enjoy smoother and less irritated skin for longer.

All our treatments and prices are listed in this menu, please refer back.



SAKS HAIR & BEAUTY
DAVID LLOYD CLUB, CHORLEY STREET

BOLTON, BL1 4AL
T: 01204 397 516

Book your appointment online
using our Saks App, scan the below QR code or go to

www.Saks.co.uk/Bolton

SAKS GIFT VOUCHERS 
For you or a special-someone; for use in our salon only.

Visit saks.co.uk for vouchers valid in Saks salons nationwide.

Deposit required for all beauty treatment over an hr, services over £100
& clients who've previously missed appointments.

We require 24 hours notice of a cancellation/ amendment to the booking date.
Failure to comply may result in loss of deposit and you will be asked to pay

deposits for all future bookings.

Monday 10.00am - 8.00pm
Tuesday 10.00am - 8.00pm
Wednesday 10.00am - 3.00pm/6.00pm
Thursday 10.00am - 8.00pm
Friday 10.00am - 6.00pm
Saturday 9.00am - 5.00pm
Sunday CLOSED

OPEN TO NON MEMBERS

OPENING HOURS

   


